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Note: the terms older adults, older pedestrians, seniors, and 65 and older, etc., are used in this
document to refer to the seniors.

Wichita’s Older Adults

D

According to the 2017 Census estimate, about 21% of Wichita’s 390,600 residents are at least 60 years
old, with 15% 65 and older. 1 These roughly 82,000 residents live in various neighborhoods and housing
arrangements, including single- or multi-family homes, in senior-living communities, and in assisted
living or nursing care facilities. While some are not able to walk on their own, all older adults can have a
pedestrian experience if the pedestrian network is available and usable.

Figure 1. Graphics of Wichita's population by age from the 2017 census estimate.

1

https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2079000-wichita-ks/
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Preface
The Walking Route Guidelines are a resource for future work on Senior Walking Routes by the City of
Wichita and its partners. The guidelines’ purpose is to establish walking conditions suitable for older
adults within their neighborhoods and to nearby locations outside their neighborhoods. The guidelines
are a step towards fulfilling Strategy 5 in the Wichita Pedestrian Master Plan aimed at improving the
well-being of seniors through opportunities to walk. See the adjacent text box.
The guidelines build upon guidelines developed by AARP and several
communities, as well as what was learned from walk audits in two seniorfocused areas in Wichita. 2 Details on the selection process are included in
the section Identifying and Selecting Senior-focused Areas.

Overview of Older Adults and Walking

Improves circulation
Retards loss of bone mass
Leads to a longer life
Lightens the mood
Helps manage weight
Strengthens muscles
Improves sleep

•
•
•
•
•

Supports joints
Improves breathing and
related functions
Slows mental decline
Lowers Alzheimer’s risk
Reduces the incidence of
a disability
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The oft said phrase, “Walking is the Oldest Form of Transportation,” is
true. This wisdom applies to people of all ages, but more so for people as
they age. Studies showing the health and vitality benefits of walking for
older adults, such as this list from the Arthritis Foundation: 3

Strategy 5 – Improve Pedestrian
Infrastructure near Senior Centers,
Housing and Destinations
Seniors are encouraged to walk to
maintain and promote health,
independence, and social interaction.
It is recommended that the City work
with other community partners to
respond to requests for improvements
along senior walking routes.

Figure 2. Community members on a
walkabout near the Northeast Senior
Center.

Added to this list are the benefits of social interaction that come from
walking with someone. While walking has an easy point-of entry in that it
does not require special clothing, equipment or facilities. However, it does require a complete and safe
pedestrian infrastructure with features that meet the needs of older adults.

D

How are the considerations for older adult pedestrians unique?
Building and maintaining a pedestrian network for older adults should factor in their preferences and
needs. For example, as people age, their decline in physical abilities result in slower walking rates, less
stability or balance, and reduced foot-lift. This, combined with hearing loss and a slower response times
changes the way older adults generally experience the pedestrian network. In addition, the rate of 60+
adults with a disability is higher than for younger people; as much as 36.2% in Kansas. 4
Planning, building and maintaining a pedestrian network to provide mobility for older adults requires
considering five categories of needs. While these needs are especially important for older adults, they
benefit pedestrians of all ages.

See Appendix A for the walkabout summaries.
https://www.arthritis.org/living-with-arthritis/exercise/workouts/walking/wow-of-walking.php
4
https://www.kdads.ks.gov/docs/default-source/commissions/publications-and-reports/aging/kansas-state-planon-aging-fy-2018-2021.pdf?sfvrsn=11c839ee_2
2
3
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Destinations
Development patterns that offer destinations close to where seniors live can make walking a viable
choice and connect them with their community.
Safety
As people age, their walking speeds slow. This slow-down should be reflected in intersection design and
signal timing. Figure 3 shows the different walking speeds by age and ability. 5
Access
Directness and a complete walkway network are key factors for access. Directness includes pedestrian
connections that eliminate the need to take a longer route along a street. It also means better alignment
of sidewalks, curb ramps and crosswalks when crossing the street. Accessible pedestrian networks also
include gap-free, maintained, and well-aligned sidewalks, pathways, crosswalks and curb ramps.

FT

Coherence
A pedestrian network that is visual and uses common sense paths of travel is increasingly important as
people age, and include signs, sounds, and textures to indicate routes. This means that crosswalks
should be clearly marked along senior walking routes, especially at key destinations, and the path of
travel should not be obscured by barriers such as hedges, fences, and light poles.

D
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Comfort
Some older adults may be more affected by sun, wind, wet weather, and low light. Others may need
places to sit along their walk. Pedestrian network elements that benefit older adults include shade
along the street and at bus stops with shelters, and wide sidewalks for sociable walking, lighting along
the street and at bus stops, and seating.

Figure 3. People walk at different rates depending on their age and ability.

5

From Safe Routes for Older Adults, UC Berkeley SafeTrec, April 2018, page 4.
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Existing Pedestrian Network Guidance for Older Adults
Existing design guidelines for older adults are summarized here, with especially insightful guidelines
noted with this icon and a bolded green text.

AARP Livability Index, Transportation
Transportation is one of eight domains AARP offers to assess livability. The transportation index
includes:
•

•

FT

•

Convenient transportation options, including the frequency of
local transit service and the amount of time spent commuting
each day.
Accessible system design, especially ADA-compliant transit
service and stops.
Neighborhood walkability, measured in an estimate of the
number of walk trips members of an average household take
each day, including factors such as the number of destinations
within a mile and how easy it is to navigate local streets.

R
A

Safe Routes for Older Adults, SafeTREC University of California Berkeley
The Safe Routes for Older Adults guidelines fosters collaboration among
community members to reduce injuries for older adults through a 6 Es
approach: Evaluation, Engineering, Equity & Empowerment,
Enforcement, Education, and Encouragement. This approach is intended
to help mitigate the two primary contributing factors to high rates of
older adult pedestrian injury and fatality: “1) the increased susceptibility
of injury and risk of death when collisions occur; and 2) a transportation
infrastructure poorly designed for pedestrians, particularly more
vulnerable pedestrian.” 6

Figure 4. Daily walking among friends in a
neighborhood with a good pedestrian network.

D

While this resource does not provide specific design guidance, it does recommend a handful of changes
that can benefit older pedestrians. For example, at intersections, recommendations that can reduce
points of conflicts between all modes and increase visibility at intersections include:
•
•
•

Reduce the crossing distance
Increase pedestrian crossing times or give pedestrians a head start crossing
Remove parking close to crossing locations 7

Traveling along the road can be easier and safer with ADA-compliant curb ramps, visible signage,
continuous and ADA-compliant sidewalks that are free of obstructions,

6
7

Safe Routes for Older Adults, page 9.
IBID, page 10.
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benches, and street trees or other landscaping. 8 Signage noting areas designed for older adults may be
useful, such as those shown to the right.
Several communities have developed guidelines for senior-friendly
pedestrian networks, including Evanston, IL; New York City; Alameda County,
CA; and Santa Barbara, CA. Programs in Evanston and New York are
described briefly below.

D
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STAR Community Rating System, Evanston, IL
The City of Evanston, IL uses a simplified version of the STAR Community
Rating System as a checklist for scoping and designing Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) transportation projects. Evanston developed the checklist to
guide its engineers and planners in considering and quantifying how
individual projects are moving the City towards STAR Goals during the
project design phase, and not just during the STAR re-certification processes. Figure 5. Sign for senior crossing in
Seattle, WA.
For example, during the project scoping phase, the project manager
describes via an internal form if or how the project will improve pedestrian
connections for older adults (see the STAR matrix below for the Goal: Education, Arts & Community,
“Aging in the Community”). Then during the project design review phase, the project manager
submits the quantifiable data on how this goal is met based on STAR metrics (e.g. miles of
sidewalk constructed, trees planted within x miles of a senior-focused destination, etc.).

8

IBID, page 11.
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Key Guidelines for Wichita
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Safe Streets for Seniors, NYC Department of Transportation
Launched in 2008, the Safe Streets for Seniors program studies crash data, conducts outreach, and
develops and implements mitigation measures to improve the safety of seniors and other pedestrians,
as well as all road users in New York City. To date, the City has addressed safety needs in 41 Senior
Pedestrian Focus Areas (SPFA) citywide,
reducing 65+ fatalities by 16 percent. See the
accompanying map. The city identifies SPFAs
from the density of senior pedestrian
crashes, senior trip generators,
concentrations of senior centers, and senior
housing locations. Based on an evaluation of
pedestrian conditions in these
neighborhoods from a senior's
perspective, safety improvements are made,
such as extending pedestrian crossing times
at crosswalks to accommodate slower
walking speeds, constructing pedestrian
safety islands, widening curbs and medians,
narrowing roadways, and installing new stop
controls and signals. 9
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Wichita can benefit from existing guidelines
in developing its own senior walking route
program. Based on the experience of others,
Wichita’s program can define senior focus
areas, engage those living within these areas
to better understand their needs and
perspectives, and make safe pathways for
seniors a priority program area. A new
crosswalk policy and context sensitive street
types are resources for applying senior
walking route guidelines included here. 10

Figure 6. Safe Streets for Seniors Focus Areas in NYC.

Who is the typical senior?
The guidelines are based on existing guidance and a more nuanced understanding of the range of older
adults. Many older adults work to remain active well into their 80s, with lives that can be as varied and
rich as younger adults with families and full-time work. While older adults often are not as physically
vigorous as they age, not all have a disability that affects their mobility or their interest in being active.
How can design guidance help?
Design guidance should be based on achieving a pedestrian network that is coherent, comfortable, and
connected; and provides direct routes where ever possible. For older pedestrians with a disability (and
9

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestrians/safeseniors.shtml
See Wichita-specific Guidance in the Resources section for a link to these documents.

10
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for all those with mobility-related disabilities), design guidance should also encourage allocating or
repurposing space, so pedestrian facilities meet best practices included in Public Right-of-Way Guidance
for Accessibility Guidelines. 11 The Pedestrian Infrastructure Guidance for Older Adults section of this
document lays out an approach to creating a pedestrian network for older adults in Wichita. It includes a
Glossary of Infrastructure Items and an Infrastructure Selection Guidance Matrix that references the
glossary.
How can policy and practice updates help?
A good pedestrian network can result from policy and practice updates that build on the City’s Vision
and Mission (see text box to the right). Policy and practices updates will make it more likely that the
pedestrian network is built and maintained; it will be usable by older adults through a combination of
easy and low-cost changes, as well as larger capital investments.
Vision
Specific policy and practice updates recommended below are drawn
The City of Wichita is a leadingfrom the two walkabouts conducted in senior-focused neighborhoods
edge organization serving a
in July 2018 (see Appendix: Summary of Walkabouts).
dynamic and inclusive
community.

FT

» Fund sidewalk construction and maintenance.
When sidewalk construction and maintenance is the responsibility of
private property owners, a neighborhood’s ability to pay for its
sidewalks is a key indicator to the quality of the network. Sidewalks in
many Wichita neighborhoods are in poor condition due to residents
being unable to afford ongoing maintenance costs.

Mission
As an exceptionally well-run
city, we will keep Wichita safe,
grow our economy, build
dependable infrastructure, and
provide conditions for living
well.
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Wichita is not unique in this regard. Cities are gradually accepting
financial responsibility for installing and maintaining sidewalks (as they
do for streets and bicycle facilities). The document, How Communities
are Paying to Maintain Trails, Bike Lanes, and Sidewalks, includes a summary table of funding options
for sidewalk maintenance from several communities, drawn from FHWA’s “Guide for Maintaining
Pedestrian Facilities for Enhanced Safety.” 12 See Figure 7 and the Resources section of this document
for more information and other resources.

D

» Consider seniors’ needs when applying the updated Crosswalk Guidelines.
The recently developed crosswalk policy specifically calls out school crossings for consideration as an
exception to the policy. Slower walking rates of 3 feet per second, such as those of older adults, are
included as an alternative to 3.5 feet per second when doing the gap analysis, however, there is not a
similar consideration to school crossings for senior centers and senior housing. Drawing on the example
from New York City’s Safe Streets for Seniors Program, a valuable enhancement to this would be to
include locations where a concentration of older adults lives or travel to.
»
•
•

Pay attention to small, but powerful things.
Conduct routine and regular code enforcement to remove overhanging and encroaching vegetation.
Encourage residents to clear fallen leaves, limbs, and dirt accumulation in an expression of both
neighborhood pride and being neighborly.

From the U.S. Access Board, https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/publicrights-of-way/proposed-rights-of-way-guidelines
12
https://bikeleague.org/sites/default/files/AA_MaintenanceReport.pdf, page 23.
11
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Encourage property owners to use car stops to avoid parked cars overhanging sidewalk, reducing
available width for walking sociably or with a walker or in a wheelchair.
Encourage property owners to use landscape edging to avoid pebbles, stones, and dirt from drifting
onto sidewalks, causing older adults to stumble.
Enforce No Parking regulations to keep sidewalks clear. Motor vehicles parked in driveways that
block the sidewalk affect older adults in two ways: 1) it forces them to either squeeze around the
vehicle or walk on grass that may be lumpy; and 2) walking down a driveway to walk behind a motor
vehicle can be difficult for older adults with diminished balanced.

D

•

Figure 7. Summary table of sidewalk maintenance approaches.
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Figure 8. ADA requires sidewalks remain clear of
obstructions, such as parking motor vehicles.

»

Figure 9. Accumulated dirt makes
walking on a sidewalk difficult.

FT

Figure 10. Landscaping can make it
difficult to walk along a sidewalk.

Revise development guidelines to address pedestrian needs, especially in parking lots and at corners to
connect with sidewalks.

•
•

Parked cars can block the line-of-sight for both pedestrian and motorists;
People walking along a parking lot aisle with motorists pulling in or backing out creates
uncertainty for pedestrian and motorist; and
People crossing an aisle-way or driveway at the head of a parking lot can be as problematic for
them as crossing a moderately busy street.

D

•
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As cities re-think the way they view pedestrian and bicyclists networks, there is a trend to better define
space for these modes in the public right-of-way and parking lots. 13 Site design with a parking lot in
front of a building creates a barrier for pedestrians, especially if landscaping along the property edge
forces pedestrians to walk to the front door via the parking lot driveway entrance. For older adults, the
extra distance they need to travel from the sidewalk into the building is compound by a sense of risk
from motor vehicles coming and going. For example,

Sometimes residential neighborhoods are located adjacent to retailers with large parking lots.
Connections should be designed between these neighborhoods and retailers, and this may in turn
inform building layout. For example, in Minneapolis the Quarry Shopping Center was built with
walkways between buildings, so that people walking from nearby destinations do not have to walk
around retailer buildings and through parking lots.

Some communities are also reducing parking space minimums for multi-family and commercial developments,
but this plan does not include a recommendation for this change.

13
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Figure 11. This pharmacy parking lot in Orange County, CA
features a pedestrian pathway from the corner to the front
door.
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Figure 12. The pathway is visible to pedestrians and
motorists.

Pedestrian Infrastructure Guidance for Older Adults
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This section provides information on how to use existing pedestrian infrastructure elements to improve
walking conditions for older adults. The guidance is based on the five needs older adults have for
choosing to walk identified in the introductory section: Destinations, Safety, Access, Coherence, and
Comfort. The guidance is also based a set of techniques especially relevant for older pedestrian,
described below.
Shortening the crossing distance. Walking along a sidewalk or trail can be done leisurely, but crossing the
street needs to be done efficiently. Crossing motor vehicle travel lanes can create a heightened sense of
vulnerability for older adults if they have a slower gait, reaction time, and diminished hearing and vision.

D

Creating time and space to cross a street. Like shorter crossing distance, providing adequate time and
space for older adults to cross the street is valuable. Safe and direct crosswalks are needed. Crosswalks
must align with curb ramps and sidewalks to provide a continuous path of travel. Setting pedestrian
signal timing based on fewer feet per second, such as 2.5 feet per second rather than 3 or 3.5 feet per
second, allows slower walkers sufficient crossing time.
Slowing vehicle speeds. Where stop signs and signals are absent, slowing vehicle speeds benefits
motorists’ reaction time by widening their cone of vision and reducing the stopping distance. Speed
reduction can be achieved through a combination of lowered posted speed limits, traffic calming
treatments, and driver education and enforcement efforts.
Providing direct access to destinations. Pedestrians of all ages usually want the most direct path of travel.
Older adults who may not feel comfortable walking as far as they did when younger have a lower
tolerance for walking ‘out of their way’ to get to a place they can easily see. Short connections between
sidewalks and pathways otherwise separated by fences or other barriers are good for a neighborhood’s
walkability.
Increasing the ability to see and be seen. Visibility is key to safety for everyone using sidewalks and roads.
Lighting and some geometric changes increase an older pedestrian’s ability to see and be seen, along
with ensuring trees and other vegetation do not reduce visibility.
Page 11 of 95

See the end of this document for specific guidance:
•
•

Infrastructure Selection Guidance Matrix for Older Pedestrians
Glossary of Infrastructure Items

Identifying and Selecting Senior-focused Areas
The recommended process for identifying senior focus areas is a blend of several geographic or data
layers, each resulting in a map of geographic areas where seniors are most likely to walk. The process
includes finding out where older adults live and some circumstances of their lifestyle, using a series of
maps based on the following:
Census track data for population by age, household income, car ownership
GIS-based data of crashes involving pedestrians and bicyclists
Senior housing, including assisted and independent living facilities
Typical destinations
AARP’s Age-friendly Livability Index 14 for transportation and neighborhoods

FT

•
•
•
•
•

A brief description of senior-focused and the results for Wichita are provided below. Full-page maps
resulting from the analysis follow in section Maps Resulting from Senior-focus Area Selection.

City-provided data

R
A

Census track data
Mapping concentrations of residents over 65 years old, their household income and car ownership is a
useful beginning point. Figure 14 below shows census blocks with at least 14 percent of residents are
over 65. This percentage is approximately 20 percent above the city-wide average of 11.5 percent.

D

Census blocks with older residents living in households with incomes of that are 25 percent above the
citywide average poverty rate are outlined in light blue in Figure 15; those with vehicle-free households
rates 25 percent above the citywide average are in Figure 16. Figure 17 combines these two factors,
with census blocks with higher rates of people of color.
Safety Data
Potential safety risks for older residents based on crashes is a factor. Two types of crashes within onequarter mile of census blocks were mapped: between a motorist and pedestrian, and a motorist and
bicyclist. Crash data is from February 10, 2017 and March 8, 2018 as shown in Figure 18.
Senior housing and destinations
The factor is senior-focused living facilities 15 and destinations within one-quarter mile of senior-rich
CBGs, i.e., comprised of more than 14 percent of residents 65+. Typical senior-focused destinations
include hospitals, clinics and medical facilities; community centers and recreation facilities; libraries;
places of worship; adult learning facilities; and social assistance services. See Figure 19.

14
15

https://livabilityindex.aarp.org/
Defined as independent, assisted, HUD (Section 8 and Section 42), USDA (Section 515), and City-owned.
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AARP’s Age-friendly Livability Index
This Livability Index offers seven ways to assess a neighborhoods livability: Housing, Neighborhood,
Transportation, Environment, Health, Engagement, and Opportunity. Using AARP’s methodology, scores
for the Transportation and Neighborhoods categories were mapped for all census tracks, with lowscoring census tracks highlighted: the bottom 20th percentile for Transportation and bottom 40th
percentile for Neighborhoods.
Transportation scores incorporate the frequency of local transit service, percentage of ADA-accessible
transit stops, the number of walking trips made per household, the time spent in traffic, household
transportation costs, the average neighborhood speed limit, and fatal crash rate.

»

Neighborhood scores incorporate access to stores and markets, proximity to parks and libraries, the
number of jobs accessible by transit and a personal vehicle, the diversity of neighborhood
destinations, the density of jobs and people, neighborhood crime rates, and housing vacancy rates.

Putting it all together

FT

»
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By developing and reviewing all factors, four geographical areas were identified as potentials to develop
senior walking routes in support of the Health ICT project. From these four areas, Wichita’s Pedestrian
and Bicycle Advisory Board made the final selection of two focus areas: The N. Grove Street Corridor
between Central Avenue and 21st Street; and the West Downtown ~ Delano area, centered on Douglas
Street and Seneca Street. These two areas differed in terms of the quality of the pedestrian network
and the mix of land use. One smaller ‘example’ areas was identified for each focus area. See the map
below. Finally, a set of recommended infrastructure changes was developed from walkabouts
conducted in these two areas. See Appendix C and D.
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Senior Walking Routes Example Areas
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W. Downtown
& E. Delano

FT

N. Grove
Street
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Maps Generated from Senior-focused Area Selection

Figure 14. Map of Wichita census blocks with at least 14% residents over 65.
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Figure 15. Census blocks with higher-than average poverty rates.
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Figure 16. Census blocks with high numbers of vehicle-free households.
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Figure 17. Map of senior-rich CBGs with poverty rates, low household vehicle ownership rates, and higher rates of non-white
residents.
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Figure 18. Crashes involving pedestrians and bicyclists.
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Figure 19. Senior living facilities.
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Figure 20. Wichita census tracks with low scores for AARP's Transportation category (in yellow) and neighborhoods (in salmon).
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Figure 21. Wichita census tracks with low scores for AARP's Neighborhoods category.
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Resources
Below are resources that may be useful for implementing the recommendations made in this plan.

Street Tree Program Examples

Casey Trees, “Urban Tree Selection Guide”
https://caseytrees.org/resources-list/urban-tree-selection-guide/
Vibrant Cities Lab, “Urban Forestry Toolkit”
http://www.vibrantcitieslab.com/toolkit/
Kansas Forest Service Community Forestry Program
http://www.kansasforests.org/community_forestry/

Wichita-specific Guidance

FT

Baltimore Tree Trust
http://www.baltimoretreetrust.org/

Wichita Walkable Development Plan
https://www.wichitaplacesforpeople.com/

R
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Wichita Pedestrian Crossing Treatment Guidelines
(Add a link once published)
Wichita Multimodal Policy
(Add a link once published)

Wichita Pedestrian Master Plan
http://www.wichita.gov/Planning/PlanningDocument/01%20Wichita%20Pedestrian%20Master%20Plan.
pdf

D

Wichita Bicycle Master Plan
http://www.wichita.gov/Planning/Pages/BicycleMasterPlan.aspx

Sidewalk Maintenance Resources
FHWA, “A Guide for Maintaining Pedestrian Facilities for Enhanced Safety,”
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/tools_solve/fhwasa13037/fhwasa13037.pdf
Advocacy Advance, “How Communities are Paying to maintain Trails, Bike Lanes, and Sidewalks,”
https://bikeleague.org/sites/default/files/AA_MaintenanceReport.pdf
Minnesota Walks, “Sidewalk Repair Funding Guide,”
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/hpcd/chp/cdrr/physicalactivity/docspdfs/sidewalk-repair.pdf
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Infrastructure Selection Guidance Matrix for Older Pedestrians
See the Glossary of Infrastructure Items, following this Matrix

Considerations for Older Pedestrians

Shorten crossing
distance

Slow vehicle speeds

Create time and
space to cross street

Comfort

Development patterns that offer destinations close to
where seniors live can make walking a viable choice. See
Wichita’s Walkable Development Book, October 2018.

A pedestrian network that is visible and with intuitive
paths of travel is increasingly important as people age.
Signs, sounds, and textures are used to indicate routes.
This means that crosswalks should be clearly marked
along senior walking routes, especially at key
destinations, and the path of travel should not be
obscured by barriers such as hedges, fences, and light
poles.
Some older adults may be more affected by sun, wind,
wet weather, low light. Others may need places to sit
along their walk. Pedestrian network elements that
benefit older adults include
• Shade
• Seating
• Wide sidewalks for sociable walking
• Lighting
• Bus shelters

•

Curb extension
Crossing Island
Curb radii

•
•

Chicanes along
neighborhood
streets
Traffic circles at
neighborhood
street
intersections

Curb ramp

•
•
•
•

Pedestrian
signal with LPI
Signal timing:
feet per second
Protected left
turn
Protected right
turn

Increase visibility
among travelers

Sidewalk
Sidepath
Connector trail
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reduce level of stress
and increase overall
comfort
•

Mid-block
crossing
Shared Street
Sidepath
Connector trail
Curb ramp

•
•

•

•

•
•

High visibility
crosswalk

•

Lighting at
crossings
Lighting along
the roadway

•

•

•
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Complete or expand
the pedestrian
network

Increase capacity and
access

Bus stop parklet

Curb extensions
Lighting at
crosswalks
Driveway design

FT

Directness and a complete network are key factors for
access. Directness includes pedestrian connections that
eliminate the need to take a longer route along a street.
It also means better alignment of sidewalks, curb ramps
and crosswalks when crossing the street. Complete
pedestrian networks include gap-free and well-aligned
sidewalks, pathways, crosswalks and curb ramps.

•
•
•
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As people age, their walking speeds slow. Accounting for
these slower speeds is needed to provide enough time to
cross the street. Solutions include shorter crossing
distances, slowing motor vehicle speeds, and providing
enough time to cross signalized locations.

•
•
•

D

Coherence

Access

Safety

Destinations

Way to address

Provide direct access
to bus stops and other
destinations

Rectangular
Rapid Flash
Beacon
Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon

•

Curb extensions

Mid-block
crossing
Sidepath
Connector trail
Connections
from corner to
destinations

•
•
•
•

Mid-block
crossing
Sidepath
Connector trail
Curb extensions

•

Connector trail

Connections
from corner to
destinations

•

High visibility
crosswalks
Way-finding and
destination signs

•

Way-finding and
destination signs

Bus stops with
shelter, lighting,
seating, and
schedule
information
Trees and other
streetscaping

•

Sidewalk widths

•
•
•

Glossary of Infrastructure Items
This glossary includes photos and concept designs from several resources, including the Wichita Pedestrian Master Plan (2014). The glossary is not intended to
be the sole resource for concept design; instead is provides a description of infrastructure items generally and from the perspective of an older adult. More
detail from the City’s Pedestrian Master Plan are found in the page indicated along with this icon:
Bus Stop with ADAcomplaint landing pad

Provides sure-footing for older
pedestrians, especially when
using a mobility device.

Bus Stop with lighting

Lighting serves many purposes
including providing a sense of
safety for waiting and arriving
passengers, making the stop
elements and service information
visible, and making waiting riders
visible to bus operators.

Example

FT

Benefits for older adults

D

R
A

Infrastructure approach
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Bus Stop with schedule
information

Real time is best practice.
Schedule information should be
placed at eyelevel for an average
person. The design should be
intuitive to read and understand,
using larger font at stops with
higher use by older transit riders.

Bus Shelter with bench,
lighting and schedule
information

Seating and, clear panels, and
lighting offers comfort and a
sense of safety.

Bus Stop Design with
parklet

Where there is space, creates
opportunity for socialization.
Older adults who walk in their
neighborhood can meet at a
parklet, regardless of whether
they plan to take the bus.

Example

FT

Benefits for older adults

D

R
A

Infrastructure approach
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A bus stop parklet combines bus
stop features with street scaping,
such as benches, planting, and
lights, creating a gathering place.

Benefits for older adults

Chicanes to slow motor
vehicle speeds

Slows motor vehicles between
intersections, especially on
neighborhood streets that are or
should be walkable.

R
A

Connector Trail

Pedestrian pathways at corner
instead of driveway entrance
shorten the travel distance and
establish pedestrian space in a
parking lot.

Chicanes
along the side
and in the
center slow
traffic speeds.

Pathway from
corner through
parking lot to drug
store entrance

Connector trails provide
pedestrian-only short cuts to
destinations and sidewalks along
streets.

D

Connections from corner to
destinations

Example

FT

Infrastructure approach
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Pathway from
neighborhood
provides direct
access to sidewalks

Benefits for older adults

Corner Curb radii reduction

Smaller corner curb radii
shortens the pedestrian crossing
distance and slows turning
vehicles.

A center crossing island breaks
up a longer crossing into two
segments that may be more
manageable. Where applicable,
use Z pathway for pedestrians to
face on-coming traffic to next
crossing.

Crosswalk with high
visibility markings

High visibility crosswalks are
more visible to older pedestrians
and contribute to network
coherence.

Tighter
radii
shorten
crossing
distance

R
A

Crossing Island (median or
right-turn channelization
island)

Example

FT

Infrastructure approach

D

Before and after (brick, parallel and high visibility)
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Benefits for older adults

Curb Extension at crossings
(both mid-block and
intersection)

Curb extensions make
pedestrians more visible to
motorists and removes sight line
issues due to parked vehicles.

One in curb ramp in each
direction (typically two per
corner) is a best practice and
aligns curb ramps with sidewalks
and crosswalks. Curb ramps help
all pedestrians take a direct path
of travel.

D

Curb ramp

R
A

Curb extensions, which can be on
one or both sides of a crossing,
also define on-street parking
(where present), eliminating
parking cars encroaching on
crosswalks.

Example

FT

Infrastructure approach

Widening curb ramps allows two
people to walk sociably,
especially if one person uses a
mobility device; or for two
people to travel
in opposite
directions.
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Driveway Design with
pedestrian priority

Continuing the sidewalk across a
driveway instead of requiring
pedestrians to step down, as if
the driveway were a street

Driveway Design with ADA
cross-slope requirements

ADA sets a maximum cross slope
of 2%. Driveways designed as
sidewalks must also meet this
maximum cross-slope; those with
a greater cross-slope can cause
older pedestrians to feel unstable
while walking cross them.

Lighting at crosswalks

Older adults can have diminished
vision during low light and at
night, so lighting crosswalks helps
an older adult see the pathway to
walk along.
Lighting makes pedestrians of all
ages more visible to motorists,
reducing the odds of pedestrian
fatalities at intersections (by
54%) and midblock
locations (by 42%).

Example

Driveway built like a street
prioritizes vehicles

FT

Benefits for older adults

D

R
A

Infrastructure approach
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Driveway built like a sidewalk
prioritizes pedestrians

Lighting along the roadway

Lights for all those traveling in
the public right-of-way helps
people see and be seen.

Mid-block crossing

Provides a more direct path of
travel by avoiding the need to
cross at corner, which may be
considered too far to walk to.
Crossing on wider streets and
close to places where seniors
live, senior centers, or other
popular destinations should have
a center median island.

Mini traffic circles to slow
motor vehicle speeds

Slows motor vehicles at
intersections, especially on
neighborhood streets that are or
should be walkable. Adding a
high visibly crosswalks at
locations with higher numbers of
older adults crossing increases
their visibility and makes the
crossing more coherent.

Example

FT

Benefits for older adults

R
A

Infrastructure approach

D

Some intersections can appear
unwelcoming for pedestrians.
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A mini traffic circle and stripped crosswalk
can make crossing easier for pedestrians.

Pedestrian Signal

Adding a pedestrian signal
creates time and space to cross.
A signalized intersection without
a pedestrian signal can be
difficult for pedestrians to see
the traffic signal, especially when
older adults have neck, shoulder,
and back issues which restrict
‘looking up’ movements.

Pedestrian signal with
fewer feet per seconds
used to for crossing time
calculation

Fewer feet per second in the
crossing time calculation
increases the time to cross.
Recent guidelines from UC
Berkeley recommend use 2.5 feet
per second instead of 3.5 or 3.0.

Example

FT

Benefits for older adults

D

R
A

Infrastructure approach
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Benefits for older adults

Pedestrian Signal with
Leading Pedestrian Interval

A Leading Pedestrian Interval
gives pedestrians a few seconds’
head start to cross the street and
makes them more visible to
motorists turning left or right.

A Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (also
known as a HAWK signal) stops
traffic at crossing locations when
activated by pedestrian.

Protected left turn phase
for vehicles; do not walk
for pedestrians

Reduces conflict between
motorist and pedestrian by
providing separate times to

Walk signal allows
pedestrians time to get
started and be more
visible before motorists
get a green light.

D

R
A

Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon

Example

FT

Infrastructure approach
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Benefits for older adults

Protected right turn phase
for vehicles; do not walk
for pedestrians

travel through the intersection.
For right turns, No Turn on Red is
needed.
Because pedestrians going
straight across, turning motorists
may not see them. Slowermoving pedestrians may also
frustrate motorists who may
begin turning before the person
is fully out of the way. This can
place the
pedestrian at
risk.
Alerts motorists to presence of
pedestrians at crossing but does
not require them to stop.

Shared Streets

Shared streets are places for
people walking, bicycling or
driving to travel in the same
space. Etiquette of shared streets
calls for vehicles (bicyclists and
motorists) to yield to pedestrians
in a space intended to create a
sense of place.

D

R
A

Rectangular Rapid Flash
Beacon

Example

FT

Infrastructure approach

Materials used for shared streets
should make defined spaces
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Infrastructure approach

Benefits for older adults

Example

R
A

Sidewalks and sidepaths are basic
pedestrian network elements and
can benefit pedestrians on nearly
every street. They should we
wide enough to accommodate
two people walking together or
to pass one another. Sidewalks
should also be far enough away
from a street with a high traffic
volumes and speeds.
Sidepath (or trail) close to the
street is another basic pedestrian
network element. Sidepaths are
often wide enough for people
walking, running, and on wheels.

D

Sidewalks and Sidepaths

FT

coherent, such as for pedestrian
pathways and street furniture.
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Adding a
sidewalk to the
street shown on
the left makes it
usable for
pedestrians.

Trees and other
streetscaping

Similarly, to how people
anticipate the taste of food
visually, people determine the
comfort of a pathway by how it
looks. Older adults are reluctant
to use pathways along streets
that look desolate and
unfriendly. Trees and other
streetscape elements such as
flower contribute to a sense of
comfort and are more likely to
encourage people to walk along
the accompanying pathway.
Simple words and easy to
understand icons; and easy to
see and read font size are most
effective along senior walking
routes.

Streets with
trees are
more
inviting than
those
without.

D

Way-finding and
destination signs

Example

FT

Benefits for older adults

R
A

Infrastructure approach
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Simple and
easy to read
signs are
preferred
for older
pedestrians.

A complex set
of signs in
small font may
be difficult for
older adults to
use.

Appendix A: Summary of Walkabouts

D

R
A

FT

In the summer 2018, the project team held two walkabouts in senior focus areas. Each walkabout began at a senior
center and consisted of an overview, a walk of about 45 minutes, and a post-walk discussion. Participants completed a
two-question survey asking for their age (within 5-year ranges) and word that characterized them as a pedestrian. See
Appendix B for the survey.
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West Downtown~East Delano Area Walkabout, July 19, 2018
Northeast Senior Center, 200 S. Walnut Street
Eight participants, including those from Wichita’s AARP, Bike Walk Wichita,
Kansas Health ICT Program, and the Senior Center.

Participants age

Type of Pedestrian
(Note: some selected more than one word)

6

3

5

5

2

56- 60

1

1

61 to 65

71 - 75

75 - 80

FT

under 50

2

1

strong

confident

steady

cautious

R
A

Walking Route: Participants walked in a loop from the Senior Center on S. Walnut Street, W. Douglas Avenue, S. Osage
Street, Burton Street, and Texas Street. A longer planned route was shortened to allow participants ample time to
discuss observations and ask questions. See Figure 27 for one of the participant’s marked-up walkabout map.
Observations and other notes:

D

1. Intersections along Douglas Avenue to look like they would be comfortable to cross are not due to their width,
traffic volumes, and traffic speeds. For example, a traffic circle at W. Douglas Avenue and S. Osage Street would slow
traffic speeds and allow pedestrians to cross.
2. The Q-line stop is in the wrong location for ease of use for Senior Center programs and general access.
3. While it may seem logical to place benches along the sidewalk under street trees, people would not use the benches
because bugs living in the trees drop down on them.
4. Overgrown landscaping needs to be better maintained.
5. Stop signs and crosswalks are needed on some interior street intersections, such as Burton Street and S. Osage
Street.
6. Motor vehicles parked in driveways block the sidewalk, pushing pedestrians into the street or on the grass.
7. There are many missing, poorly maintained, and non-ADA-compliant curb ramps.
8. Misaligned curb ramps affect the pedestrian’s path of travel crossing the street.
9. Brick crosswalks are hard to see and maintain.
10. A mid-block crossing between the Senior Center and Seneca Park is needed.
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FT

Figure 23. Example of sidewalk and curb ramp maintenance need.

R
A

Figure 22. Participants notes curb ramp misalignment.

D

Figure 25. Low-hanging trees make it difficult to walk along sidewalks.

Figure 24. Uncontrolled intersection along W. Douglas Avenue can be
daunting for pedestrians.
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Figure 26. Mid-block entrances of Senior Center and
Seneca Park are not connected for pedestrians.
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Figure 27. Example of marked-up walkabout map.

D
FT

R
A

Grove Street Corridor Walkabout, July 20, 2018
Northeast Senior Center, 2121 E. 21st Street N
Eight participants, including those from Bike Walk Wichita, Kansas Health ICT
Program, Wichita Policy Department, and Senior Center regulars and family.

Age
(Not all participants completed the survey)

1

1

1

1

6

1

FT

1

Type of Pedestrian
(Note: some selected more than one word)

4

0

3

2

2

1

2

R
A

under 51-55 56- 60 61 to 71 - 75 75 - 80 81 - 85
50
65

Walking Route: Participants walked in a loop from the Senior Center on E. 21 Street N, N. Grove Street, E. Stadium Drive,
and N. Ash Street. A longer planned route was shortened to allow participants ample time to discuss observations and
ask questions. See Figure 29 for one of the participant’s marked-up walkabout map.
Observations and other notes:

D

1. People walk in neighborhood streets to avoid walking along sidewalks that are in poor condition and blocked with
parked cars, or where sidewalks are missing.
2. Bus stop across from the Senior Center does not have schedule information.
3. The bus stop on the east side of Grove Street does not have a way to get to it, a landing pad, a shelter, or schedule
information.
4. The places seniors will talk to along E. 21 Street N. are somewhat far apart, such as the Dollar General, the bank, and
the HealthCore Clinic.
5. There are no resting places, such as benches (with shade) along the routes.
6. Red Bud Path is important for the African American community, with a lot of history.
7. There are concerns about personal safety, such as from dogs running lose.
8. Some sidewalks have heaves which are tripping hazards.
9. Gravel driveways are difficult to walk across.
10. Some of the brick crosswalks are deteriorating.
11. There are a lot of refuges in the area, most of whom walk.
12. Residents in motorized wheelchairs tend to walk and need a good network.
13. The Atwater Community Center at E. 19th Street and N. Volusia Street is a popular destination for residents using the
AARP computer lab and for a free meal each day between 4 and 6 p.m. from the food truck.
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14. Shadybook streets gets a lot of use for those going to places such as Sonic Burger, the Library, and Bank of America.
15. Intersections where neighborhood streets meet at angles other than 90 degrees are not marked for pedestrians and
have long crossing distances.

Figure 29. This bus stop lacks lighting and schedule
information.

R
A

FT

Figure 28. Sidewalks with tripping hazards.

Figure 31. This bus stop is not accessible.

D

Figure 30. Large askew intersections lack pedestrian
crossing infrastructure.

Figure 32. Brick crosswalk needs repair.

Figure 33. Neighborhood street with missing sidewalk.
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D

R
A

FT

Figure 34. Notes from postwalkabout conversation.
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Figure 35. Fun
comment from
one walkabout
participant.

D

R
A

FT

Appendix B: Senior Walkabout Survey
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D

R
A

FT

Appendix C: Senior Walking Route Recommendations for N. Grove Street Corridor (Recommendations
Area A)
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N. Grove Street Corridor Route and Crossing Recommendations (Area A)

FT

Senior Walking Routes identified in this Recommendations Area are listed below:
• N. Grove Street, between E. Central Avenue and E. 21st Street North (A.R.1)
• E. 21st Street North, between Piatt Street and N. Hillside Street (A.R.2)
• N. Erie Street, Shadybrook, and North Volutsia Street, between E. 18th Street North and E. 21st Street North (A.R.3)
• E. 18th Street North, between Piatt Street and N. Lorraine Street (A.R.4)
• E. 15th Street North, N. Green Street, and the Ad Astra Path along E. Getto Avenue, between N. Grove Street and N. Chautauqua Street
(A.R.5)
• E. 13th Street North, between Piatt Street and N. Lorraine Street (A.R.6)
• E. 9th Street North, between N. Minnesota Street and North Volutsia Street (A.R.7)

D

R
A

Tables on the following pages provide the rationale for selecting each route along with specific recommendations along the route and at
intersections. NOTE: In most cases, there is a separate table for each Senior Walking Route and select intersections. Each table begins on a new
page.
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N. Grove Street (A.R.1)
Why this route is selected:

N. Grove Street will be a central spine for the area’s Senior Walking Route plan serving several senior residences and destinations in
neighborhoods within the corridor. These connections include the Northeast Wichita Senior Center, multiple senior-focused residences, bus
services and other destinations between the Power, North Central, Murdock, and Uptown neighborhoods.

Map
Key
A.R.1

Overview

Provide continuous sidewalk connections
along N. Grove Street and the connecting,
radial neighborhood streets.

Pathway – Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians
and bicyclists, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks where space is available within the public right-of-way,
especially along high traffic corridors such as E. 21st Street North, E. 13th
Street, E. 9th Street, and E. Central Avenue
• Install additional and repair existing sidewalks along E. Central Avenue, E. 9th
Street North, E. 11st Street North, E. 13th Street North, E. 15th Street North,
E. 17th Street North, E. 18th Street North, and E. 21st Street North
• Install connections between sidewalks and bus stops where they do not exist
• Require property owners to install parking stops to eliminate the overhang of
vehicles parked in lots adjacent to sidewalks

D

R
A

Crossing improvements on N. Grove Street will
improve connections to the Senior Walking
Routes along E. Central Avenue, E. 9th Street
North, E. 13th Street North, E. 15th Street
North, E. 18th Street North, and E. 21st Street
North.

What

FT

Route Improvements

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings more
visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars 1
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of
travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one)
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten
the crossing distance

Stop bars reduce crashes by between 10 and 27 percent. See page 38 of FHWA’s Desktop Reference Guide:
http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/collateral/FHWA_Desktop_Reference_Guide.pdf
1
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•

Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time.

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information
• Develop adjacent space as a parklet, where space allows

FT

Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on bus
stop parklet design guidance.

Cross Street

E. 17th Street
North

What

Recommendations for this signalized intersection:
• Install parking blocks along the adjacent parking lots
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance 2
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one)
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads and benches

D

Map
Key
A.C.1

R
A

Crossing Improvements

Way-finding and branding
• Install way-finding to key destinations such as the McAdams Trail, the Redbud
Trail, and the recommended bicycle boulevards
• Install signs at the northern and southern termini of N. Grove Street
highlighting the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route neighborhood spine

Access Management in the Vicinity of Intersections, FHWA https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/other_topics/fhwasa10002/

2
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E. 15th Street
North

FT

A.C.2

Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan recommendation: Cross-sections changes to accommodate
bicycle lanes on E. 17th Street North should be evaluated for its impact on the pedestrian crossing, such
adding median island.
Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection:
• Repair and widen sidewalks
• Conduct minor vegetation maintenance along the immediate sidewalks with a focus at the intersection
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, and stop bars
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads and benches
• Develop a parklet and tot-lot in the southwest corner at the bus stop
Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on bus stop parklet design guidance.
Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one)
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance on the 13th
Street North leg
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance
• Install parking blocks in parking lots adjacent to the sidewalk
• Plant additional shade trees
• Conduct minor vegetation removal
• Complete spot sidewalk brick repair
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads and benches at the bus stops on the west and south sides of the
intersection to match the bus stop on the east side of the intersection
• Evaluate the opportunity to develop a parklet to serve the local bus stops

R
A

E. 13th Street
North

D

A.C.3

Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on (1) bus stop parklet design guidance;
and (2) a street tree program.
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A.C.7

A.C.8

FT

A.C.6

Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
• Conduct sidewalk repair and replacement on the north side of the intersection, and minor tree trimming along
E. 11th Street North, east of the intersection
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, and stop bars
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads and benches
Mid-block
Recommendations for this signalized mid-block crossing are:
crossing
• Conduct driveway repair and adjustment along the east side of N. Grove Street
between E.
• Install curb extensions, pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, and stop bars
11th Street
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons. Relocate the pedestrian push-button
North and E.
closer to the curb ramp on the west side of N. Grove Street
10th Street
• Add a bus stop sign and expand the landing pad to provide additional clearance between the existing bench and
North
bike parking
th
E. 10 Street Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
North
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, and stop bars
(intersection) • Conduct minor tree trimming, along the east side of E. 10th Street North
• Add a bus stop, a landing pad and a bench for the bus stop on the south side of the intersection - to match the
north side bus stop
E. 9th Street
Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
North
• Install curb extensions or pedestrian median islands
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Stripe high visibility crosswalks
• Add a leading pedestrian interval to signal timing
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons
• Conduct minor vegetation maintenance and cleaning at the detectable warning pads
• Add bus stop signs and conduct vegetation maintenance at the bus stops
• Conduct access management and driveway repair to address the wide active and abandoned driveways near
the intersection
Redbud Trail Recommendations for this unsignalized mid-block trail crossing are:
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, and crosswalk ahead signage for N. Grove Street
traffic
• Evaluate the crossing a Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB) or High-Intensity Activated crossWalK beacon
(HAWK)

R
A

A.C.5

E. 11th Street
North

D

A.C.4
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Conduct minor tree trimming along N. Grove Street to improve sight lines for roadway users approaching the
crossing
• Install way-finding signage for both trail and N. Grove Street users informing them of connections along the
routes and distances to popular destinations
Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time
• Install sidewalks where missing N. Grove Street north of E. Central Avenue
• Update existing crosswalk stripping with high visibility
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one)
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance
• Inspect and repair as needed the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons
• Add bus stop signage for the stop west of N. Grove street, and benches and shelters at both stops
• Install way-finding signage, highlighting the southern end of the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route
neighborhood spine, and nearby destinations

R
A

E. Central
Avenue

D

A.C.9

FT

•
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E. 21st Street North (A.R.2)
Why this route is selected:

E. 21st Street North will link the Northwest Wichita Senior Center, senior-focused residences and destinations, and a regional trail to the N.
Grove Street Senior Walking Route. It will also provide an east-west connection between the N. Grove Senior Walking Route Network and the
surrounding neighborhoods and transportation networks.

Overview

Provide improved east-west connections
between the Northeast Wichita Senior Center,
the McAdams Bike Path, commercial activities,
medical offices, bus stops, and the Maya
Angelou Northeast Branch library.

What

Pathway – Maintain and expand sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians and
bicyclists, as follows:
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance
• Repair driveways as needed to ensure ADA-compliant sidewalk
• Remove unneeded vegetation growth

R
A

This Senior Walking Route also connects with the Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings more
N. Grove Street Walking Route.
visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Replace crosswalks with high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of
travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one)
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to
shorten the crossing distance
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time.
• Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide crossings

D

Map
Key
A.R.2

FT

Route Improvements

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information
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Prioritize stops near senior-focused residences and destinations.
Way-finding and branding
• Install way-finding to key destinations such as the McAdams Trail and the
recommended bicycle boulevards.
• Install signs at the northern termini of N. Grove Street (at E. 21 Street
North) highlighting the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route neighborhood
spine.

Crossing Improvements

N. Erie Street

FT

N. Piatt
Avenue

What

Recommendations for this signalized mid-block crossing are:
• Move mid-block crosswalk to the east to improve connections between the Northeast Wichita Senior Center,
Plaza North Senior Residences, the bus stop, and nearby destinations.
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Install curb extensions on E. 21st Street North, pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, detectable
warning pads.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance.
• Repair driveways as needed to ensure ADA-compliant sidewalk.
• Conduct minor tree trimming to improve visibility to bus riders waiting at the stop on the north side of E. 21
Street North.
• Move existing bike route way-finding to align with the adjusted crossing and add additional signage to connect
with the McAdams Trail and N. Grove Street.
Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Install curb extensions on E. 21st Street North
• Replace crosswalks with high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one)
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Bus stop adjustments

R
A

A.C.11

Cross Street

D

Map
Key
A.C.10
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o
o

Move the bus stop, bench, bike racks and sign to the west so that the stop is closer to the mid-block
crossing. Install pedestrian scale lighting, and signage with route information.
Add bike route way-finding signage to connect with the McAdams Trail, N. Grove Street, and the
recommended bicycle boulevard along N. Erie Avenue.

Why this route is selected:

FT

N. Erie Street, Shadybrook Street, and N. Volutsia Street (A.R.3)
N. Erie Street, Shadybrook Street, and N. Volutsia Street will work as an intra-neighborhood connection between senior-focused destinations
along E. 18th Street North and E. 21st Street North. N. Erie and N. Valutsia Streets run north-south; Shadybrook Street runs east-west.
Together these streets will create a more comfortable and direct connection between these destination centers for seniors traveling with the
northeast section of the N. Grove Street Senior Walk Route network.

Overview

Pathway improvements will strengthen the planned
bicycle boulevard along N. Erie Street and Stadium
Drive. Pathway and crossing improvements will
connect the E. 21st Street North Senior Walking Route
to the Lynette Woodward Park, Atwater Neighborhood
Resource Center and Town Hall, Chester Lewis
Academic Learning Center, and the planned E. 18th
Street North bicycle boulevard and Senior Walking
Route.

D

Map
Key
A.R.3

R
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Route Improvements

What

Pathway – Maintain and expand sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians
and bicyclists, as follows:
• Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks.

Crossing – Make crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one) and provide
connections between E. 21st Street North and E. 17th Street North.
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Add stop bars.
• Add pedestrian scale lighting
Way-finding and Branding – Install signs along these streets directing
pedestrians to Senior Walking Routes.
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E. 18th Street North (A.R.4)
Why this route is selected:

E. 18th Street North will create an east-west connection to multiple senior-focused destinations, including those location near Lynette
Woodard Park, and to the north-south Senior Walking Routes. The pathway and crossing improvements will add to existing infrastructure
along the eastern end of the corridor and provide new pedestrian connections to destinations east of N. Grove Street.

Overview

What
Pathway – Maintain and expand sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians
and bicyclists, as follows:
• Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks.
• Update and realign curb ramps to provide continuous connections
between North Hillside Street and North Piatt Avenue.
Crossing – Make crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Install high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one)

R
A

Pathway improvements establish an intraneighborhood east-west connection that links
together places of worship within the neighborhood,
the Lynette Woodward Park facilities, and Mathewson
Junior High School. These improvements will support
the planned bicycle boulevard along E. 18th Street
North, and Senior Walking Routes along N. Grove
Street and N. Volutsia Street.

D

Map
Key
A.R.4

FT

Route Improvements

Way-finding – Install way-finding along the route to direct users along the
recommended bicycle boulevard to N. Volutsia Street, N. Grove Street,
and N. Piatt Avenue.
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E. 17th Street North

Crossing Improvements
Cross Street

N. Piatt
Avenue

What
Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
• Repair sidewalk to meet ADA requirements
• Replace curb ramps with wider, ADA complaint ramps.
• Move the bike racks to the southeast corner of the intersection and add a concrete pad.
• Conduct minor tree trimming along E. 17th Street North.
• Install curb extensions with bike cut-throughs for the planned bike lanes.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalk, and stop bars along N. Piatt Avenue.

FT

Map
Key
A.C.12

Why this route is selected:

R
A

E. 15th Street North, N. Green Street, and the Ad Astra Path along E. Getto Avenue (A.R.5)
E. 15th Street North, N. Green Street, and the Ad Astra Path will build upon existing intra-neighborhood pedestrian infrastructure to improve
access between the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route and the senior-focused destinations along N. Chautaqua Street. Pathway and
crossing improvements along N. Green Street will link to existing sidewalk connections along E. 15th Street North and E. 13th Street North, and
provide a north-south intra-neighborhood route.

Map
Key
A.R.5

Overview

D

Route Improvements

Pathway and way-finding improvements will
strengthen neighborhood connections to bus service
along N. Grove Street and E. 13th Street North; and, to
the Ad Astra Path, Fairmount School, and St. Marks
United Methodist Church and family life center. The
route improvements will also support the Senior
Walking Routes along N. Grove Street and E. 13th
Street North.

What

Pathway – Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks to accommodate
pedestrians where right-of-way exists.
Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
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The Council District 1 Alderman, local neighbors, and
the Northeast Central Neighborhood Association
should be engaged in the project’s development.
Together, the stakeholders can inform staff on the
current use of the path, and if there are specific
programmatic or design elements that can address the
neighborhood’s needs for the path.

•

Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).

Way-finding and branding – Install way-finding along the route to direct
users along the recommended bicycle boulevard on E. 15th Street North.

Crossing Improvements

This unsignalized mid-block crossing on N. Chautauqua Street connects the St. Marks United Methodist Church and
family life center to the intra-neighborhood path, and the recommended bicycle facility along N. Green Street.
• Construct path surface improvements and repairs.
• Install trail gateway treatments, such as posts, signage, artwork and plantings.
• Work with St. Marks United Methodist Church to provide a ADA accessible curb ramp in addition to the existing
stairs from N. Chautauqua Street to their pedestrian network.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, a high visibility crosswalk, and signage alerting N. Chautauqua Street traffic to
the crossing.
• Add way-finding signage for the Ad Astra path, access points for the St. Marks United Methodist Church and
family life center, and the recommended bicycle boulevard along N. Green Street.

R
A

N.
Chautauqua
Street

What

FT

Cross Street

D

Map
Key
A.C.13
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E. 13th Street North (A.R.6)
Why this route is selected:

E. 13th Street North will be a key central east-west route within the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route network. E. 13th Street North links
multiple senior-focused residences and destinations to bus service.

Route Improvements

What

Pathway improvements are needed for connections
between the N. Grove Street neighborhood spine and
the senior-focused residences and destinations along
E. 13th Street North. Crossing improvements on E. 13th
Street North will improve access to the Senior Walking
Routes on N. Grove Street and N. Green Street.

Pathway – Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks as follows:
• Establish a program for removing vegetation that constricts the
path of travel, such as trees and bushes.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices
guidance; repair remaining driveways to be ADA-complaint
• Update and realign curb ramps to provide continuous
connections between North Lorraine Street and North Piatt
Avenue.

FT

Overview

R
A

E 13th Street North should be evaluated for a possible
road-diet and pedestrian crossing island opportunities.
The evaluation should consider opportunities to
improve access to, and the quality of the bus stops
located along the corridor. Specific attention should be
paid to crossing locations near senior-focused housing
and destinations, such as between N. Ash Street and
N. Poplar Street, and between N. Erie Avenue and N.
Hillside Street.

D

Map
Key
A.R.6

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).
• Construct curb extensions or pedestrian median islands.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading
pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information
• Make stops near senior-focused residences and destinations a priority
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Crossing Improvements
Cross Street

FT

Recommendations for this signalized mid-block crossing are:
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Install curb extensions or pedestrian median islands on E. 13th Street North
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Bus stop adjustments
o Move the bus stops along E. 13th Street North closer to the signalized crossing.
o Add benches, landing pads, and route signage at the bus stops.

R
A

N. Erie
Avenue

What

D

Map
Key
A.C.14
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E. 9th Street North (A.R.7)
Why this route is selected:

E. 9th Street North will serve as a southern east-west corridor within the N. Grove Street Senior Walking Route. The pathway, crossing, and bus
stop improvements will be leveraged by the new shared-use paths that the City is installing on the south side of the street.

Map
Key
A.R.7

Overview

What

FT

Route Improvements

Pathway improvements will strengthen connections
between the senior-focused residences and
destinations at the corridor’s extents, and the bus
stops along the corridor.

D

R
A

Crossing improvements will increase access to the N.
Grove Street Senior Walking Route.

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians,
• Install high visibility crosswalks
• Install stop bars
• Install pedestrian scale lighting
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one)
• Construct curb extensions or pedestrian median islands
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading
pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.

Crossing Improvements
Map
Key
A.C.15

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information
Make stops near senior-focused residences and destinations a
priority

Cross Street

What

N. Minnesota Recommendations for the unsignalized intersection are:
Avenue
• Install a HAWK signal.
• Stripe a high visibility crosswalk.
• Stripe stop bars.
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FT

The block of
N. Piatt
Avenue to N.
Madison
Avenue

R
A

NOTE: The crossing and bus stop improvements should be evaluated and design in coordination with the shareduse paths that the City is installing on the south side of E. 9th Street North.

D

A.C.16

• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Construct curb extensions or pedestrian median islands on E. 9th Street North at the new signalized crossing.
NOTE: The crossing improvements should be evaluated and design in coordination with the shared-use paths that
the City is installing on the south side of E. 9th Street North.
Recommendations for the unsignalized intersection are:
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, a high visibility mid-block crosswalk, and a RRFB signal on E. 9th Street North.
• Construct curb extensions or pedestrian median islands on E. 9th Street North.
• Remove the west bound bus stop at N. Piatt Avenue, and move the east bound bus stop at N. Ash Street to N.
Madison Avenue.
• Add a bus shelter with a bench, a landing pad, and signage to the new east bound bus stop at N. Madison
Avenue.
• Add a shelter to the existing west bound bus stop at N. Madison Avenue.
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D
FT

R
A

D
FT

R
A

D

R
A

FT

Appendix D: Senior Walking Route Recommendations for W. Downtown ~ E. Delano Neighborhood
(Recommendations Area B)
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West Downtown and East Delano Route and Crossing Recommendations (Area B)

R
A

FT

Senior Walking Routes identified in this Recommendations Area are listed below:
• N. Seneca Street, between W. McCormick Street and Museum Boulevard / W. Central Avenue (B.R.1)
• N. Maple Street, between N. Vine Street and S. Main Street (B.R.2)
• Texas Street, between S. Martinson Street and S. Sycamore Street (B.R.3)
• W. Douglas Avenue, between N. Vine Street and N. Main Street (B.R.4)
• W. 2nd Street North, between Seneca Street and N. McLean Boulevard (B.R.5)
• W. Central Avenue / Veterans Parkway, between N. Seneca Street / Museum Boulevard and N. Waco Avenue (B.R.6)
• S. Millwood Avenue, between W. Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue (B.R.7)
• S. Martinson Avenue, between W. Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue (B.R.8)
• W. Stackman Drive / Museum Boulevard, between Faulkner North and N. Seneca Street / W. Central Avenue (B.R.9)
• N. Sycamore Street, between W. Maple Street and N. McLean Boulevard (B.R.10)
• N. Waco Street, between W. Douglas Avenue and Veterans Parkway / W. 2nd Street North (B.R.11)

D

Tables on the following pages provide the rationale for selecting each route along with specific recommendations along the route and at
intersections. NOTE: There is a separate table for each Senior Walking Route and select intersections. Each table begins on a new page.
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N. Seneca Street (B.R.1)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

Install pathway, crossing, and way-finding
improvements to support pedestrian connections to
the senior-focused destinations. These improvements
will connect to the proposed Senior Walking Routes
along W. Maple Street, Texas Street, W. Douglas
Avenue, W. 2nd Street North, Stackman Drive, and W.
Central Avenue.

D

Evaluate N. Seneca Street for a possible road-diet and
speed reduction opportunities.

What

Pathway – Provide continuous connections along Seneca Street, to the
extent possible as follows:
• Repair and install sidewalks, based on an assessment of existing
conditions.
• Evaluate feasibility of installing a sidewalk on the east side of Seneca
Street between Dayton Street and W. University Street, including
crossings at the US Route 400 ramps.
• Require property owners to install parking stops to eliminate the
overhang of vehicles parked in lots adjacent to sidewalks.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices
guidance.
• Repair driveways as needed to ensure ADA-compliant sidewalk.

R
A

Map
Key
B.R.1

FT

N. Seneca Street will serve as the main north-south link in the heart of the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route network.
This corridor will bridge the transit and bicycle facilities along W. McCormick Street to the senior-focused residences and destinations in the
center of the network, and to the cultural and recreational amenities north of the Ark River.

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Replace crosswalks with high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars. 1
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).

Stop bars reduce crashes by between 10 and 27 percent. See page 38 of FHWA’s Desktop Reference Guide:
http://www.cmfclearinghouse.org/collateral/FHWA_Desktop_Reference_Guide.pdf
1
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•
•
•

Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to
shorten the crossing distance.
Base crossing times on 3 feet per second by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time.
Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide crossings.
Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information
on walking speeds for older adults

FT

Wayfinding and branding
• Install way-finding to key destinations such as the Kansas Masonic
Home (KMH), Lawrence-Dumont Stadium, Seneca Park, and
recreational facilities along the river.

Cross Street

W.
McCormick
Street

What

Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Install parking blocks along parking lots adjacent to the sidewalk.
• Implement access management improvements and driveway repairs.
• Evaluate opportunities to raise crosswalks, and to narrow driveways as to reduce vehicle speed at conflict points.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, curb extensions, and leading pedestrian intervals both
streets.
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Conduct spot sidewalk brick repair.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads and shelters with benches.

D

Map
Key
B.C.1

R
A

Crossing Improvements

The proposed curb extensions should be designed to work with the existing shared lane markings on W.
McCormick Street.
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B.C.3

Mid-America
All-Indian
Center

Recommendations for this signalized mid-block crossing are:
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Install, repair, and expand sidewalks adjacent to the intersection, providing a direct connection from the midblock crossing to Seneca Park’s pedestrian network.
• Replace mid-block crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks; conduct minor brick repair (in the short term)
Enhance the existing motor-vehicle scaled wayfinding sign with pedestrian-scale signs and destinations. Direct
pedestrians along the proposed senior walking routed and to the nearby senior-focused residences and
destinations (including the Downtown Wichita Senior Center), connecting senior walking routes, and the Ark
River Trail.
Recommendations for this signalized crossing on at the Mid-America All-Indian Center are:
• Update and widen curb ramps to 8 feet to increase their capacity.
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Add pedestrian-scale signs and destinations directing pedestrians to nearby recreational facilities along the
Arkansas River.

FT

Burton
Street (at
Seneca Park)

D

R
A

B.C.2
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N. Maple Street (B.R.2)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

What

Pathway – Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks to accommodate
pedestrians and bicyclists, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks where space is available within the public right-ofway.
• Expanded sidewalks segments that connect to senior-focused housing
and destinations.
• Prioritize sidewalks in blocks with bus stops.
• Establish a more coherent and more direct pedestrian pathway to the
Lawrence-Dumont Stadium from W. Maple Street.
• Install parking blocks in parking lots adjacent to the sidewalk.

R
A

Improve and maintain the corridor’s continuous
sidewalk connections and sidewalk buffers along W.
Maple Street and the connecting, senior walking
routes, adding widening where mixed bicycle and
pedestrian travel is expected, and near pedestrian
waiting areas, including mid-block crossings and bus
stops. Identify locations for determining feasibility of
reducing driveways or improving pedestrian visibility
and safety.
Crossing improvements along N. Maple Street will
increase access to Senior Walking Routes along S.
Millwood Avenue, S. Martinson Street, S. Seneca
Street, and S. Sycamore Street.

D

Map
Key
B.R.2

FT

N. Maple Street will be the key east-west connection along the southern end of the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route
network. N. Maple Street connects several senior-focused residences and destinations to bus stops, north-south Senior Walking Routes, and
to the Ark River Trail.

Design the planned buffered bike lanes to travel in
front of, and not behind, bus stops to reduce
pedestrian and bicycling conflicts.
Evaluate W. Maple Street for a possible road-diet and
speed reduction opportunities.

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Stripe high visibility crosswalks at all legal crossings.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to
shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per second by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time .
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Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information
on crossing times for older adults.

FT

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad.
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information.
• Develop adjacent space as a parklet, where space allows.
• Install parklets near bus stops in areas with wide right-of-way or
opportunity sites such as the southwest corner of W. Maple Street
and S. Osage Street.
Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information
on bus stop parklet design guidance.

Cross Street

S. Sycamore
Street

What

Recommendations for this signalized intersection:
• Install parking blocks along the adjacent parking lots.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks; conduct minor brick repair (in the short term).
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance.
• Repair driveways on the west side of the intersection for ADA-compliance; narrow where possible to turning
vehicle speeds.

D

Map
Key
B.C.4

R
A

Crossing Improvements

Way-finding and branding
• Install way-finding to key destinations such as the Lawrence-Dumont
Stadium, Kansas Masonic Home (KMH), and recreational facilities
along the river.

At the unsignalized mid-block crossing on W. Maple Street east of S. Sycamore:
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•
•
•
•
•

Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility striping; conduct minor brick repair (in the short term).
Install stop bars.
Add curb extensions or a pedestrian median island.
Install lighting at crosswalk.
Evaluate for Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB).

S. Seneca
Street

The proposed curb extensions should be designed to accommodate the existing shared lane markings on S.
Sycamore Street and proposed buffered bike lanes on W. Maple Street.
Recommendations for this signalized intersection:
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance. 2
• Repair driveways on the north and southeast sides of the intersection for ADA-compliance; narrow where
possible to turning vehicle speeds.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility striping; conduct minor brick repair (in the short term).
• Install stop bars.
• Add curb extensions or a pedestrian median island (placed planned separated bikeway in front of curb
extensions).
• Install lighting at crosswalks.
• Add leading pedestrian interval to pedestrian walk phase for all crossings.

D

B.C.5

Install way-finding signage along the route to direct users to the nearby senior-focused residences and
destinations, the Ark River Trail, and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.

R
A

•

FT

At the bus stops on the eastside corners:
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Bus stops:
o South side (for westbound buses): Add bus stop signage, a landing pad, and a shelter with a bench at
the west-bound bus stop.
o North side (for eastbound buses): Add bus stop sign with route information and a shelter.

2

Access Management in the Vicinity of Intersections, FHWA https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/other_topics/fhwasa10002/
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•
•
•
•
S. Martinson
Street

Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on bus stop parklet design guidance.
Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
• Repair and widen the sidewalks.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one)
• Stripe high visibility crosswalks that account for the slightly offset intersection.
• Install lighting at crosswalk.
• Add curb extensions on W. Maple Street (place planned separated bikeway in front of curb extensions).
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Conduct minor tree pruning and vegetation maintenance near the intersection, as to improve sight lines.
• Move the existing signalized mid-block crossing west of the intersection to the S. Martinson Street intersection.
• Move the current bus stops at S. Exposition Street to S. Martinson Street.
• Add bus stop signage, landing pads, and shelters with benches.
• Work with the KSM Home, New Life Church, and St. Mary Orthodox Church on installing a pair of bus stop
parklets.
• Install way-finding signage highlighting the proposed W. Maple Street North and S. Martinson Street Senior
Walking Routes, and nearby senior focused residences and destinations.

R
A

FT

B.C.6

Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
Install way-finding signage along the route to direct users to the nearby senior-focused residences and
destinations, the Ark River Trail, and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.
Add bus stop signage, landing pads, and shelters with benches.
Work with the KSM Home to install a bus stop parklet for the east-bound stop.

D

B.C.7

Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on bus stop parklet design guidance.
Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
• Move the existing signalized mid-block crossing to this intersection (where the bus stops are) and convert this
to a signalized intersection.
• Stripe high visibility crosswalks on all legs.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel; widen curb ramps to
accommodate its use by two people at the same time.

S. Millwood
Avenue
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•
•
•

D

R
A

FT

•
•
•

Repair and widen the sidewalks leading to wider curb ramps
Install curb extensions on W. Maple Street, shifting the existing shared lane markings as needed.
Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
Conduct minor tree pruning and vegetation maintenance near the intersection, as to improve sight lines.
Add bus stop signage, landing pads, and shelters with benches.
Install way-finding signage highlighting the W. Maple Street and S. Millwood Avenue Senior Walking Routes,
and nearby senior focused residences and destinations.
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Texas Street (B.R.3)

Why this route is selected:

Texas Street will be part of the intra-neighborhood system within the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route network. Texas
Street connects the Downtown Wichita Senior Center to local schools, parks, and north-south Senior Walking Routes.

Overview

What
Pathway – Construct, repair, and expand sidewalks to accommodate
pedestrians and bicyclists, as follows:
• Install sidewalks were missing and widen sidewalks where space is
available within the City-owned right-of-way, prioritizing sidewalks to
bus stops and adjacent to senior housing and destinations.
• Evaluate corridor for improved pedestrian connection across S.
Sycamore Street and to the Lawrence-Dumont Stadium.

R
A

Pathway and crossing improvements along Texas Street
will strengthen pedestrian connections within the
Recommendations Area’s core Delano pedestrian
network and to the Downtown Wichita Senior Center.
Sidewalk expansion and maintenance will connect the
Downtown Wichita Senior Center to other seniorfocused destinations, including nearby schools, the
Lawrence-Dumont Stadium, and the proposed Senior
Walking Routes along S. Martinson Street, S. Seneca
Street, and S. Sycamore Street.

Consider transforming this street to a
greenway, with diversion infrastructure and
suitable crossings at N. Seneca Street.

D

Map
Key
B.R.3

FT

Route Improvements

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Update and widen curb ramps to match wider sidewalks, aligning
curb ramp pairs as needed.
• Install new curb ramps where missing, such as at S. Dodge Avenue, to
ensure one ramp in each path of travel.
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
Way-finding and branding
• Install signs to brand the route, connecting it to the larger senior
walking route network.
• Install way-finding to neighborhood destinations along connecting
senior walking routes.
•
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D

R
A

FT

Crossing Improvements
Map
Cross Street
Key
B.R.8 S. Seneca
Recommendations to convert this unsignalized crossing to a signalized crossing are:
Street
• Install a center median on the north and south legs.
• Install high visibility crosswalks.
• Install a pedestrian-activated signal such as a Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB); coordinate with signal at
middle school to the south.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel; widen curb ramps to
accommodate its use by two people at the same time.
• Repair and widen the sidewalks leading to wider curb ramps
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W. Douglas Avenue (B.R.4)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

Crossing improvements along W. Douglas Avenue will
strengthen access to the proposed Senior Walking
Routes along S. Millwood Avenue, S. Martinson Street,
S. Seneca Street, N. Sycamore Street, and N. Waco
Street.
Evaluate W. Douglas Avenue west of S. Seneca Street
for a road-diet and other ways to slow motor vehicle
speeds.

What

Pathway – Repair and expand sidewalks as follows:
• Widen sidewalks where space is available within the public right-ofway, between Exposition Street and Vine Street, prioritizing sidewalks
to bus stops.
• Determine if existing head-in diagonal on-street parking east of N.
Seneca Street can be converted to back-in diagonal parking.
• Evaluate opportunities to raise crosswalks, and to narrow driveways
as to reduce vehicle speed at conflict points, especially between
Walnut Street and Exposition Street.
• Install parking blocks along parking lots adjacent to sidewalks.

R
A

Construct pathway, crossing, bus stop and wayfinding
improvements along W. Douglas Avenue. These
investments will strengthen the existing pedestrian
link between the Downtown and Delano
neighborhoods, and support the planned bike lanes.
Enhancements to the pedestrian network will also
benefit the commercial activities along the corridor
and encourage additional investments in the area.

D

Map
Key
B.R.4

FT

W. Douglas Avenue serves as the main east-west connection in the heart of the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route
network. Improvements along W. Douglas Avenue will extend and improve the pedestrian-friendly facilities already in place on the eastern
end of the corridor throughout the Recommendation Area and connect older adults across the Arkansas River.

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one). Widen curb
ramps to accommodate two-way travel.
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to
shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per second by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time.
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Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information
on walking speeds for older adults

FT

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including:
• Level landing pad.
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information.
• Develop parklets near bus stops in areas with wide right-of-way or
opportunity sites such as the intersection of S. Fern Street and W.
Douglas Avenue.
Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information
on bus stop parklet design guidance.

Cross Street

N. McLean
Boulevard

What

Identify and evaluation options for in improving the connection between the Library and the Exploration Park for
pedestrians and bicyclists of the intersection of W. Douglas Avenue and N. McLean Boulevard. Specific goals of the
reconfiguration include reducing traffic speeds and increasing the attractiveness of the connection for people
walking and bicycling. Options include:
• Maintaining current at-grade travel with a redesign as a roundabout or as a four-way multimodal
intersection that includes:
o On-street parking
o High visibility crosswalks
o Stop bars
o Shorter pedestrian crossing distances
o Wider sidewalks (10 to 12 feet minimum)

D

Map
Key
B.R.9

R
A

Crossing Improvements

Way-finding and branding
• Install way-finding to direct users to senior walking routes and
neighborhood destinations, including the Ark River Trail.
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Way-finding signage directing pedestrian to Senior Walking Routes and neighborhood destinations,
including the Arkansas River Trail, the Library, and Exploration Place.
Building an elevated multi-use pathway with interpretive and other programmed features should also be
evaluated.
o

•

FT

S. Osage
Street

R
A

B.C.10

A key resource for this evaluation is the FHWA document, Achieving Multimodal Networks: Applying Design
Flexibility & Reducing Conflicts (August 2016) and current best practice examples of elevated pedestrian
space such as the Woodrow Wilson Bridge Trail (Prince George’s County, MD), the Bagley Bridge (Detroit, MI), and
the Olympic Sculpture Park (Seattle, WA).
Recommendations for this unsignalized intersection are:
• Evaluate the intersection for a traffic circle.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices guidance.
• Establish pedestrian pathway across driveways immediate adjacent to the intersection.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks; conduct minor brick repair (in the short term).
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Add pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance.
• Install wayfinding to the Ark River Trail and nearby senior housing and destinations.
Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan recommendation: Design the recommended shared-lane
markings on W. Douglas Avenue to travel in front of the proposed curb extensions.

S. Seneca
Street

Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one).
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per second by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.

D

B.C.11
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FT

S. Martinson
Street

Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan recommendation: Design the recommended buffered bike
lanes on W. Douglas Avenue to travel in front of the proposed curb extensions on W. Douglas Avenue.
Convert this unsignalized intersection to a signalized intersection as follows:
• Move the existing signalized mid-block crossing to S. Martinson Street.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per second.
• Repair and widen the sidewalks and curb ramps to accommodate bus riders and increased use as a pedestrian
crossing.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to shorten the crossing distance and aligning
with bus stop boarding and alighting area.
• Install shelter with bench and bus stop signage.
• Move the current bus stops to better aligned with the proposed moved signalized mid-block crossing.
• Install way-finding signage highlighting the proposed W. Douglas Avenue and S. Martinson Street Senior
Walking Routes, and nearby senior focused residences and destinations.
Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan recommendation: Design the recommended buffered bike
lanes on W. Douglas Avenue to travel in front of the proposed curb extensions on W. Douglas Avenue.

D

B.C.12

Install shelter with bench and bus stop signage at the stop near the intersection.
Install way-finding signage along the route to direct users to the nearby senior-focused destinations, the Ark
River Trail, and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.
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W. 2nd Street North (B.R.5)
Why this route is selected:

This short section of W. 2nd Street North connects Senior Walking Routes on N. Seneca and N. Sycamore Street, and improve access to the
new library and Exploration Park. Improvements along this portion of W. 2nd Street North will create a vital link in the northern section of the
West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route network.

Route Improvements

What
Pathway – Widen sidewalks to accommodate pedestrians and
bicyclists, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks where space is available within the public rightof-way without constraining existing bike lanes.
• Require property owners to install parking stops to eliminate the
overhang of vehicles parked in lots adjacent to sidewalks.
• Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices
guidance.

R
A

FT

Overview
Sidewalk and intersection changes that meet the
needs of older pedestrians.

D

Map Key
B.R.5

Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make
crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians.
• Replace brick crosswalk with high visibility crosswalks.
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for
each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where
possible to shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading
pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.

Way-finding and branding–
Install way-finding along to direct pedestrians to Senior Walking
Routes and neighborhood destinations, including the Ark River Trail,
the Library, and Exploration Place.
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Crossing Improvements

What
Identify and evaluation options for in improving the connection between the Library and the Exploration
Park for pedestrians and bicyclists of the intersection of W. 2nd Street North, N. McLean Boulevard, and W.
1st Street North intersection.
Specific goals of the reconfiguration include reducing traffic speeds and increasing the attractiveness of the
connection for people walking and bicycling. Options include:
• Maintaining current at-grade travel with a redesign as a roundabout or as a four-way multimodal
intersection that would include:
o On-street parking
o High visibility crosswalks
o Stop bars
o Shorter pedestrian crossing distances
o Wider sidewalks (10 to 12 feet minimum)
o Way-finding signage directing pedestrian to Senior Walking Routes and neighborhood
destinations, including the Arkansas River Trail, the Library, and Exploration Place.
• Building an elevated multi-use pathway with interpretive and other programmed features should also be
evaluated.

R
A

FT

Cross Street
N. Sycamore
Street, N.
McLean
Boulevard,
and W. 1st
Street North

A key resource for this evaluation is the FHWA document, Achieving Multimodal Networks: Applying
Design Flexibility & Reducing Conflicts (August 2016) and current best practice examples of elevated
pedestrian space such as [example] and [example].

D

Map Key
B.C.13
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W. Central Avenue ~ Veterans Parkway (B.R.6)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

What

Pathway – establish a continuous pedestrian pathway on both sides of the
roadway as follow:
• Widen narrow sidewalks where space is available within the public
right-of-way without constraining existing bike lanes.
• Build sidewalks where missing; repair and expand where space allows.
• Require property owners to install parking stops to eliminate the
Increase the number of pedestrian crossings to provide
overhang of vehicles parked in lots adjacent to sidewalks.
safe access to recreation and cultural facilities along the • Determine changes to driveway locations based on best practices
Arkansas River and to slow motor vehicle speeds at
guidance.
these crossings.
Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make crossings
Evaluate the W. Central Avenue and Veterans Highway more visible and safe for pedestrians.
intersection for a possible roundabout.
• Stripe high visibly crosswalks at all crossings, matching width to
sidewalk widths.
Evaluate the corridor for a possible road-diet and
• Install stop bars.
speed reduction opportunities.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each
direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead on one).
• Add curb extensions or pedestrian median islands where possible to
shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian
intervals or additional crossing time.

R
A

Develop pathway, crossing, and wayfinding
improvements to establish pedestrian connections
between senior-focused residences and destinations,
Downtown, and the Arkansas River Trail and
surrounding recreational amenities.

D
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Key
B.R.6

FT

W. Central Avenue / Veterans Parkway connects senior-focused residences and other apartment complexes to the recreational and cultural
facilities along the Arkansas River, bridging between the northern portion of the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route
network on the river’s north side.
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Crossing Improvements
Cross Street

N. Waco
Street

What

Recommendations for this signalized intersection are:
• Repair and widen sidewalks leading to curb ramps.
• Ensure each corner has one ADA-compliant curb ramps for each direction of travel (i.e. two per corner instead
on one). This may mean shifting the alignment of curb ramps and crosswalk at the south and east legs where
space is constrained due to the corner of the existing building.
• Add a pedestrian median island where possible to shorten the crossing distance.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per second by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
• Inspect, and repair as needed, the existing pedestrian signal push-buttons.
• Update the bus stop on the southwest corner with a shelter, bench, lighting, service information, and a
• Add bus stop signage, a landing pad, and a shelter with a bench for the existing bus stop in the southwest
corner of the intersection.
• Install wayfinding signage highlighting the W. 2nd Street North and other Senior Walking Routes, and nearby
senior focused residences and destinations.
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FT

Map
Key
B.C.14

Refer to the Design Guidance document for additional information on accommodating two curb ramps in
constrained space.

Location
between
Riverview
Street and
Veterans
Memorial
Park

D

B.C.15

Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan: Design the recommended buffered bike lanes on W. 2nd Street
North to travel in front of the proposed curb extensions.
Establish a signalized crossing along Veterans Parkway someplace between Riverview Street and Veterans Memorial
Park that connects the Greenway Manor to recreational and cultural facilities along the Arkansas River.
• Signal options include:
o a HAWK, or another on-demand pedestrian signal that requires motorists to stop; and
o a fully operational signal.
• Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing time.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting, high visibility crosswalks, stop bars, curb extensions or a pedestrian median
island at the crossing.
• Install way-finding signage along the route to direct users to Greenway Manor and nearby senior-focused
destinations, the Arkansas River Trail, and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.
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Veterans
Parkway

D

B.C.16

Opportunity to leverage Bicycle Master Plan: Design the recommended shared-lane markings on W. 2nd
Street North and Veterans Parkway to travel in front of the proposed curb extensions.
Evaluate options for redesigning this intersection to provide a minimum number of safe pedestrian crossings.
Options include:
• Converting the intersection into a roundabout, with clearly defined connections for pedestrian traffic.
o Include the driveway to the small parking area to the west of the intersection in the design.
• Removing the slip ramps and converting to three-way stop-controlled or fully signalized.
o Alternatively, convert to a four-leg intersection by shifting driveway from small parking area to the west
to the intersection.
o Include curb extensions or center pedestrian crossing median in the design.
o Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
o Stripe high visibility crosswalk.
o Stripe stop bars.
o Base crossing times on 3 feet per section by adding leading pedestrian intervals or additional crossing
time.
• Relocate the existing bus stop and fully equip with shelter, bench, light, and service information.
• Install way-finding signage to direct users along the proposed senior walking routed and to the nearby seniorfocused residences and destinations, the Ark River Trail, and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.
• Maintain and upgrade the bus stop serving Route 17; develop a bus stop parklet.
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S. Millwood Avenue (B.R.7)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

Upgrade sidewalks, intersections, and bus stops to
better connect with Senior Walking Routes along W.
Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue.

What

Pathway – Widen and repair sidewalks to better accommodate
pedestrians, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks to accommodate side-by-side walking.
• Repair damaged sidewalks, especially across alleyways.
• Pave gravel alleys a sufficient distance to reduce the amount of gravel
spilling onto sidewalks.

D
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FT

S. Millwood is the western north-south connection between Senior Walking Routes on W. Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue at the
western edge of the intra-neighborhood system. Millwood connects senior-focused residences and destinations to local schools, bus stops,
and the major east-west Senior Walking Routes within the network.

Crossing – Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make
crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Widen curb ramps to accommodate more than one pedestrian and to
match wider sidewalks; ensure they are ADA-compliant.
• Maintain the existing one curb ramp per direction of travel.
• Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
• Stripe high visibility crosswalk.
• Stripe stop bars.
• At railroad track crossing just south of W. Douglas Street
o Improve existing sidewalk crossing design and construction to
ensure it meets ADA guidelines. 3
o Create parklet with benches and shade at railroad crossing
for pedestrians to wait for passing trains.

See PROWAG, Chapter R3: Technical Provisions, especially sections R201.5.1, Vertical Alignment; and R304.2.3, Rail Crossings, https://www.accessboard.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-rights-of-way/background/revised-draft-guidelines/chapter-3 .
3
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•

Crossing Improvements
Cross Street

FT

Recommendations for the unsignalized mid-block crossing at the St. Joseph Catholic School and the Church
Parish Hall:
• Convert the location to a raised crossing.
• Rebuild and widen connections between the crossing and sidewalk at the raised crossing, ensuring they are
ADA-compliant.
• Conduct minor tree trimming and vegetation maintenance near the crossing to improve sight lines.
• Determine if pedestrian-scale lighting is needed.

R
A

St. Joseph
Catholic
School

What

D

Map
Key
B.C.17

See BR1, BC5 for recommendations for the intersection with W.
Maple Street
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S. Martinson Avenue (B.R.8)
Why this route is selected:

Martinson Avenue is a north-south connection between Senior Walking Routes on W. Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue within the intraneighborhood system. Martinson Avenue connects senior-focused residences and destinations to local schools, bus stops, and the major eastwest Senior Walking Routes within the network.
Overview

What
Pathway -- Widen and repair sidewalks to better accommodate
pedestrians, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks to accommodate side-by-side walking.
• Repair damaged sidewalks, especially across alleyways.
• Pave gravel alleys a sufficient distance to reduce the amount of gravel
spilling onto sidewalks.

R
A

Upgrade sidewalks, intersections, and bus stops to
better connect with Senior Walking Routes along W.
Maple Street and W. Douglas Avenue, senior-focused
destinations, bus stops, and Franklin Elementary
School.

D
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FT

Route Improvements

Crossing – Make crossings more visible, direct, and safe for pedestrians:
• Widen curb ramps to accommodate more than one pedestrian and to
match wider sidewalks; ensure they are ADA-compliant.
• Maintain the existing one curb ramp per direction of travel.
• Install and widen high visibility crosswalks to match wider sidewalks
• Install stop bars.
• Install pedestrian scale lighting.
• Crosswalk just south of W. Texas Avenue: Widen crossing with curb
extensions and high visibility crosswalk striping.
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W. Stackman Drive / Museum Boulevard (B.R.9)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

Develop pathway, crossing, and bus stop
improvements to improve connections along W.
Stackman Drive, and between the Riviera Plaza
Apartments, the Ark River Trail and the nearby
recreational amenities.

What

Pathway -- Widen sidewalks to better accommodate pedestrians on cityowned right-of-way.
Crossing – Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make
crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Widen curb ramps to accommodate more than one pedestrian and to
match wider sidewalks; ensure they are ADA-compliant.
• Maintain the existing one curb ramp per direction of travel.
• Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
• Replace brick crosswalks with high visibility crosswalks.
• Stripe stop bars.
• Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide crossings.
• Remove right turn slip lane at the following locations along Museum
Boulevard at:
o N. Seneca Street
o W. Stackman Drive

R
A

Pathway improvements along W. Stackman Drive /
Museum Boulevard will connect to the proposed
Senior Walking Routes along N. Seneca Street and W.
Central Avenue.

D
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FT

W. Stackman Drive / Museum Boulevard extends the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route for older adults living in the
Riviera Plaza Apartments north of the Arkansas River. This route also improves connections to the culturally-rich area along the Little Arkansas
River that includes the Mid-American All-Indian Center, the Wichita Art Museum, Old Cowtown Museum, and the Botanica Garden of Wichita.

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including
• Level landing pad.
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information.
• Strip high visibility crosswalks between companion bus stops at W.
Pine Street.
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•

Crossing Improvements
Cross Street

FT

Evaluate options for decreasing the intersection size and slowing motor vehicle speeds.
Redesign options include:
o Converting a traffic circle
o Converting to a 3-way stop, narrowing lanes and reducing pedestrian crossing distances with
- smaller curb radii
- curb extensions and a center median island
• Install sidewalk in front of the Riviera Plaza Apartments that connect to existing pedestrian network
• Install high visibility crosswalks, stop bars, pedestrian scale lighting, and curb ramps.
• Bus stops:
o Move the existing bus stops closer to the proposed high visibility crosswalks.
o Add landing pads, informational signage, and shelters with benches.

R
A

Faulkner
North

What

D

Map
Key
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Review bus stop placement and frequency to determine if
adjustments are needed, especially with respect to providing
companion stops close together.
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N. Sycamore Street (B.R.10)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

What

Pathway – Widen and repair sidewalks to better accommodate
pedestrians, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks to accommodate side-by-side walking and for
sidewalk bike-riding (as an alternative to using the street’s shared
lane markings)
• Repair damaged sidewalks
• Install sidewalks on both sides of the street between W. Douglas
Avenue and West 2nd Street/W. 1st Street, connecting to new
sidewalks at the library. Provide pedestrian scale lighting and streetscaping
• As needed, require property owners to install parking stops to
eliminate the overhang of vehicles parked in lots adjacent to
sidewalks, such as those along the east side south of W. Douglas (at
the Lawrence-Dumont Stadium.

R
A

Improve pathways, crossings, and way-finding to
connect the eastern edge of the Delano Neighborhood
Senior Walking Route network, connecting with the
east-west senior walking routes along W. Maple
Street, Texas Street, W. Douglas Avenue, and W. 2nd
Street North.
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N. Sycamore will serve as a key north-south link along the eastern edge of the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route
network. The corridor will link the east-west Senior Walking Routes to important neighborhood destinations, such as the Lawrence-Dumont
Stadium and the new library along W. 2nd Street North.

Crossing – Crossing (all crossings except those identified below) – Make
crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Widen curb ramps to accommodate more than one pedestrian and to
match wider sidewalks; ensure they are ADA-compliant.
• Maintain the existing one curb ramp per direction of travel.
• Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
• Replace brick crosswalks with high visibility crosswalks.
• Stripe stop bars.
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•
•
•

Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide crossings.
Evaluate feasibility of raised crosswalks at the parking lot entrances
to the Lawrence-Dumont Stadium.
Construct curb extensions or pedestrian median islands to shorten
the crossing distance. Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide
crossings.

FT

Bus stops – Equip bus stops to be ADA-compliant and better serve riders,
including
• Level landing pad.
• Shelter with benches, lights and service information.
• Install connection between sidewalk and bus stop for the Q stop just
south of W. Douglas Street and the Route 14 stop at the Library.

D

R
A

Way-finding and branding–
Install way-finding along to direct pedestrians to Senior Walking Routes
and neighborhood destinations, recreation facilities along the river, and
bus stops.
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N. Waco Street (B.R. 11)
Why this route is selected:

Route Improvements

Overview

Construct pathway, crossing, and way-finding
improvements to support pedestrian connections to
the senior-focused residences, destinations, and the
proposed north connections for the Downtown and
Delano Senior Walking Routes.

What

Pathway – Widen and repair sidewalks to better accommodate
pedestrians, as follows:
• Widen sidewalks to accommodate side-by-side walking and for
sidewalk bike-riding (as an alternative to using the street’s shared
lane markings).
• Repair damaged sidewalks.
• Stripe pedestrian pathway across both driveways to the Post Office
on the east side, just north of W. 2nd Street N.
• Replace parking blocks in parking lots adjacent to the sidewalk.

R
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Crossing improvements along N. Waco Street will
improve access to Senior Walking Routes along W.
Douglas Avenue and Veterans Parkway / Central
Avenue.
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N. Waco Street will serve as part of the northern link within the West Downtown and East Delano Senior Walking Route network. N. Waco will
connect senior-focused residences and destinations to Downtown to the south, and to the Ark River Trail recreational and cultural amenities
to the north.

Crossings – Make crossings more visible and safe for pedestrians:
• Widen curb ramps to accommodate more than one pedestrian and to
match wider sidewalks; ensure they are ADA-compliant.
• Maintain the existing one curb ramp per direction of travel.
• Install pedestrian-scale lighting.
• Maintain existing high visibility crosswalk striping and stop bars.
• Add leading pedestrian intervals at wide crossings.
• At 1st Street N. -- Evaluate options for decreasing the intersection size
and slowing motor vehicle speeds. Redesign options include:
o Adjusting slip lane geometry
o Removing slip lane and repurposing reclaimed space as
gateway to trail along Arkansas River
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• Wayfinding – Install way-finding along the route to direct users to the
nearby senior-focused residences and destinations, the Ark River Trail,
and the Downtown and Delano neighborhoods.

S. Walnut Street (B.C.19)
Crossing Improvements

Recommendations for this unsignalized mid-block crossing opportunity are:
• Install a mid-block crossing in front of the main entrance to the Downtown Wichita Senior Center.
• Install a high visibility crosswalk, Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB,) curb extensions, stop bars, pedestrian
scale lighting, and curb ramps.
• Shift the existing Q-Line on S Walnut Street between W. Douglas Avenue and Texas Street to the front of the
Downtown Wichita Senior Center.
• Add a landing pad and informational signage, and a shelter with a bench.
• Enhance the existing motor-vehicle scaled wayfinding sign with pedestrian-scale signs and destinations. Direct
pedestrians along the proposed senior walking routed and to the nearby senior-focused residences and
destinations (including the Downtown Wichita Senior Center), connecting senior walking routes, and the Ark
River Trail.
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Downtown
Wichita
Senior
Center

What
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Cross Street
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B.C.19
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